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What does km mean

All abbreviations (299)Airports - Places (4)Business - Finance (7)General (12)Government - Military (6)Medicine (17)Chat and Sub Cultures (13)Educational Schools (10)Technology, IT, etc. (7) RankAbbreviationMeanin and KMKIS Melegal sms (KMKip Mama) KMKiller Mongoose (KMKasimashi) KMKeibord Mania KMKeith MacLeod KMKilling Machine KMKevin Mitnick KMKarl
Marx KMKarl Malone KMKnightmare KMKKnightmare KMKick Me Financial, Encyclopedia, Wikipedia. Category filter: Show All (37)Most Common (1)Technology (3)Government &amp; Military (7)Science &amp; Medicine (3)Business (8)Organizations (6)Slang / Jargon (12)AcronymDefinitionKMKilometerKMComoros (ISO country code, top level domain)KMKnowledge
ManagementKMKarl Marx (philospher)KMKonica Minolta (camera)KMKaltmiete (German: rent without utilities)KMAir Malta (IATA airline code)KMKiss MeKMK-MartKMKrav Maga (Israeli martial art)KMKyocera Mita (various locations)KMKriegsmarine (WWII German Navy)KMKey ManagementKMKnights of Malta (religious order)KMKoninklijke Marine (Royal Navy)KMKilling
Machine (short movie)KMMichaelis-Menten Constant (molececular cellular biology)KMKitchen Manager (restaurants)KMKarl Malone (NBA Player)KMKnight of MaltaKMKarabin Maszynowy (Polish: Machine Gun)KMKevin Mitnick (former hacker)KMKnightmare (gaming clan)KMKrause-Mishler (numismatic catalogue)KMKashimashi (anime)KMKabataang Makabayan (Nationalist
Youth, Philippines)KMKick MeKMKent Messenger (newspaper, England)KMKashmiri Migrant (India)KMKeith Mcleod (NBA Player)KMKinematic MountKMKeyboard Mania (keyboard simulation game)KMKilomega (archaic; now Giga-)KMKiller Mongoose (UK gaming clan)KMKingd Mickey (video game character , Kingdom Hearts)KMKirk-Mayer, Inc.KMUnited Kingdom to
Mediterranean (routing designation; U.S. Navy) Copyright 1988-2018 AcronymFinder.com, All rights reserved. Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the Webmasters page for free fun content. Link to this page: a written acronym for KM km means Keep Mom. Keep Mom is the most common definition for KM on Snapchat,
WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Self-Isolation (Lock down with Partner) New ways to say I love you text-talking, using only the numbers list of dating terms WordNetkilometer Princeton, kilometer, km, click (noun) metric unit length equals 1000 meters (or 0.621371 miles)Webster DictionaryKilometer (noun) alt. The KilometreFreebaseKilometerKiilometer is a unit of
length in a metric system equal to one thousand meters. It is now a measurable unit officially used to express distances between land geographical locations in most countries of the world; notable exceptions are The United States and the United Kingdom, where the statutory mile is the official unit used. k is used in some English-speaking countries as an alternative to the word
kilometer in everyday writing and speech. The slang term is for a kilometer in the US armed forces klick. Standard electric dictionaryKiilometer composite unit; A thousand meters. 3280.899 feet; 0.621382 charter miles. (See Meter.) Anagrams for a kilometer How to pronounce a kilometer? How to say a kilometer in sign language? Numerology Halleological Numberation Kilometer
In Chaldean Numerology: 6Piphagorian Numerology The number of kilometers in Pythagorian numerology: 9Thampy kilometer in SentenceJohnny Rodriguez: They went hunting at night with a spotlight, and they spotted Cecil, they tied a dead animal to his car to lure Cecil out of the park, and they were a scented animal. Sima Samar: Never (before) has I happened to women of
this calibre; it was really one of the shocking acts of violence publicly in the capital, it is not far from the palace, less than a kilometer away. Glenn Phillips: This is a 1,400-kilometre border that we manage all the time with 700 rangers - rangers who now have to focus on anti-poaching operations. Auriol Rae: Although it is buried under almost a kilometer of sedimentary rocks, it is
noteworthy that geophysical data shows so much about the structure of the crater - enough to describe the direction and angle of impact. Gaggan Anand: My house was a kilometre away, my earliest memory was when I was with my father, holding his hand while shopping. This is what led me to the food culture where I am today. Images - Illustrations of a kilometer 10000 28550-
100000 - Choose - 简体⽂ (Chinese - Simplified) 繁體⽂ (Chinese - traditional) Spanish (Spanish) Esperanto (esperanto) ⽇本語 (Japanese) Portugua (Portuguese) Deutsch (Germany) ةيبرعلا  (Arabic) Francois (French) ಕನಡ (Cannada) 한국어 (Korean) תירבע  (Hebrew) Gaeilge (Irish) Ukrainian (Ukrainian) ودرا  (Urdu) Magyar (Hungary) मानक िह दी ودرا  (Hindi) Indonesia (Indonesia)
Italian (Italian) த  (Tamil) Turkshe (Turkish)  (Telugu) ภาษาไทย (Thai) Tiếng Việt (Vietnam) Chestina (Czech) Polish (Polish) Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesia) Romaine (Romanian) Netherlands (Dutch) Ελληνικά (Greek) Latinum (Latin) Svenska (Swedish) Dansk (Danish) Suo some (Finnish) یسراف  (Persian) שידִיי  (Yiddish) հայերեն (Armenian) Norsk (Norwegian) English
(English) Thank you for your vote! We sincerely appreciate your support. Ki-lom-e-ter, kil-y-mez/kɪˈlɒm ɪ-tur, ˈkɪl əˌmi/10-unit length, total distance measure equal to 1,000 meters, and equivalent to 3,280.8 feet or 0.621 miles. Abbreviation: kmWondering, how American is your vocabulary really? To find using this quiz on words that come from Indigenous American languages. The
word bayou, originally bayuk, came from which Indian tribe near Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana in the southeastern United States? TAKE VICTORINA to FIND OUT Also especially British, kil'o'me'tre . First recorded in 1800-1810; From the French kilometre; See the origin by kilo- meter1 Ordinary pronunciation for units of measurement, starting with a kilogram like
kilocalories, kiloliters and kilohertz, as well as for units of length, ending in the base word meter, like a centimeter, a hectometer, and a millimeter, gives primary stress for the first syllable and secondary to the third. It would seem logical for a kilometer to follow this model, and in fact the pronunciation of kil-uh-me-ter /ˈkɪl əˌmi t'r/ has been used since the early 1800s. The second
pronunciation, ki-lom-i-ter, /kɪˈlɒm ɪ t'ter/, with stress only on the second syllable, was first recorded in America until 1830. Although often criticized based on analogy, this pronunciation persists in American English, increasing frequency, and has gained popularity in British English as well. It is amplified by words for instrumentation (rather than units) of measurement, ending in-
meter-like thermometer, barometer, and speedometer, having a load on the syllable. Both pronunciations are used ˌkɪl əˈmɛ trɪk educated speakers, including members of the scientific community. kilometer, kiloparsec, kiloton, kilovolt, kilovoltageDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020 kĭ-lŏm'ĭ-t'r, kĭl't't'r unit
length in the metric system equals 1000 meters (0.62 miles). See the table when measuring. The scientific and technical ® of American heritage © 2011. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights are reserved. In the metric system, a thousand meters, or about five-eighths of a mile. The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy, the third edition of the
copyright © 2005 Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights are reserved. Write better with synonymous swaps! Try now © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC Slang Squad! It's time for tea, fam - we're all going to another roll call, and this time we're focused on the dampness that is millennial slang. Lately we've
been scoping a lot of sketches and songs that try to yeet in this kind of slang left and right, often with great comedic effect. [...] Read more su, fam? Today we dive deep with some of the most illuminated terms from 2017. Keep in mind: some of these terms have been around since then until MMXVII, but our Experts have made sure to include only words that have either had a
revival or at least relevant to the current slang-biosphere. This year. More Ay-Up, Ladies and Gentlemen: It's time for British slang roll call! Today we will visit our neighbors across the pond here in Slang.org to give you a deep dive into the country's most enticing jargon. Remember to always show respect and not to do terrible accents (unless you're quite breaking into it, mate).
Below you will. More Page 2 Slang Squad! It's time for tea, fam - we're all going to another roll call, and this time we're focused on the dampness that is millennial slang. Lately we've been scoping a lot of sketches and songs that try to yeet in this kind of slang left and right, often with great comedic effect. [...] Read more su, fam? Today we dive deep with some of the most
illuminated terms from 2017. Keep in mind: some of these terms have been around since before MMXVII, but our experts Slang.org made sure to include only words that have either been reviving or at least relevant to the current slang-biosphere. This year. More Ay-Up, Ladies and Gentlemen: It's time for British slang roll call! Today we will visit our neighbors across the pond
here in Slang.org to give you a deep dive into the country's most enticing jargon. Remember to always show respect and not to do terrible accents (unless you're quite breaking into it, mate). Below you will. More Page 3 Slang Squad! It's time for tea, fam - we're all going to another roll call, and this time we're focused on the dampness that is millennial slang. Lately we've been
scoping a lot of sketches and songs that try to yeet in this kind of slang left and right, often with great comedic effect. [...] Read more su, fam? Today we dive deep with some of the most illuminated terms from 2017. Keep in mind: some of these terms have been around since before MMXVII, but our experts Slang.org made sure to include only words that have either been reviving
or at least relevant to the current slang-biosphere. This year. More Ay-Up, Ladies and Gentlemen: It's time for British slang roll call! Today we will visit our neighbors across the pond here in Slang.org to give you a deep dive into the country's most enticing jargon. Remember to always show respect and not to do terrible accents (unless you're quite breaking into it, mate). Below
you will. More Page 4 Slang Squad! It's time for tea, fam - we're all going to another roll call, and this time we're focused on the dampness that is millennial slang. Lately we've been scoping a lot of sketches and songs that try to yeet in this kind of slang left and right, often with great comedic effect. [...] more su, fam? Today we dive dive with some of the most illuminated terms
from 2017. Keep in mind: some of these terms have been around since before MMXVII, but our experts Slang.org made sure to include only words that have either been reviving or at least relevant to the current slang-biosphere. This year. More Ay-Up, Ladies and Gentlemen: It's time for British slang roll call! Today we will visit our neighbors across the pond here in Slang.org to
give you a deep dive into the country's most enticing jargon. Remember to always show respect and not to do terrible accents (unless you're quite breaking into it, mate). Below you will. More Page 5 Slang Squad! It's time for tea, fam - we're all going to another roll call, and this time we're focused on the dampness that is millennial slang. Lately we've been scoping a lot of sketches
and songs that try to yeet in this kind of slang left and right, often with great comedic effect. [...] Read more su, fam? Today we dive deep with some of the most illuminated terms from 2017. Keep in mind: some of these terms have been around since before MMXVII, but our experts Slang.org made sure to include only words that have either been reviving or at least relevant to the
current slang-biosphere. This year. More Ay-Up, Ladies and Gentlemen: It's time for British slang roll call! Today we will visit our neighbors across the pond here in Slang.org to give you a deep dive into the country's most enticing jargon. Remember to always show respect and not to do terrible accents (unless you're quite breaking into it, mate). Below you will. Read more what
does km mean in measurement. what does km mean in science. what does km mean on snapchat. what does km mean in enzyme kinetics. what does km mean in texting. what does km mean in math. what does km mean in miles. what does km mean in slang
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